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In this week's Premier Skills English Podcast, Jack tells Rich about the hotel's bad experience. The language emphasis is on the words and phrases you can use at hotel receptions, and the lesson includes the 20 most common questions asked in hotels. Jack and Rich play a role in two different situations in the hotel and introduce many useful languages at the same time. Your
job is to write about the hotel you are staying at and then upload it to the travel council website. As always, we also have a new football phrase for you to guess. Enjoy! Transcript for Vocabulary How Much Did You Understand? In the podcast, Rich and Jack used a few words and phrases that may be new to you. Do you know the words in bold? I'm afraid the only suitable room on
the left is one with double beds, not a double room. Let me help you with your luggage sir.... There were still a few tricky words and connected to the hotels in the podcast. Do you know what they all mean? Try the activity below, then, listen to the podcast again to hear how we used the words. It can really help your understanding. At the hotel - Check in in this podcast, Rich and
Jack have made two hotel role-playing games (conversation practice). The first thing a guest (Rich) had to do was tell the receptionist (Jack) that he had an order. The receptionist had to check that the reservation or reservation was correct. This process is called registration. Here's a slightly edited version of the conversation that Rich and Jack had on the podcast: Guest: Hello,
excuse me. I have a reservation for today. Administrator: (Your booking) Under what name? Guest: This is Spencer. S P E N C E R Registrar: That's right, yes. This is the easiest way to start a conversation when you want to check into the room you have booked. Once you check in is probably the most common thing to ask about breakfast. Here's a simple conversation that you
can practice at home. Guest: Sorry. Could you tell me if breaksfast is included in the room price? Administrator: Yes, sir. One moment... Yes, breakfast is included for two adults. Children eat for free. Guest: Excellent. And what time is breakfast served? Administrator: The dining room is open from seven hours to ten hours on weekdays and up to eleven on weekends. Guest:
Excellent. Where's the dining room? Administrator: It's on the ground floor. Guest: Thank you very much.    These two conversations are pretty simple, but they are important to learn for this situation. Much more conversations are based on questions you may need to ask hotel if you want some information or if you have a problem. We'll look at these questions and answers in the
next section. Before we look at some more complex languages, we'd like to know that you know some of the basic vocabulary that you may need when staying in a hotel. The language of the 20 most common questions asked at the hotel during check-in, there are a number of questions you can ask the receptionist. Here are the 20 most common questions that are asked in a
hotel (one of them is not that common - can you find it?). Have you ever had to ask any of these questions? Breakfast in time? Is breakfast included? Is there a free WIFI? Do I need a WIFI password? In time I need to check? Is there any chance that I will be able to get a late exit? Do I have to pay now or should I pay when I leave? Do you have vegetarian options on the menu?
Is halal meat/kosher/organic? What time does room service end? Is there anywhere where I can park my car? How much does parking cost? Do you need to wear a hat in the pool? Is there anywhere I can leave my luggage? I think there's a monster under my bed. Can someone please come and check? Could you change my room, please? It smells like smoke. We have a baby.
Do you have a tourist crib that we could use? Could you order me a taxi for 9 o'clock tomorrow morning? Could you bring a couple of extra towels to my room, please? What floor is the restaurant/gym/pool? You can see the ten answers to the above questions below. Look at the answers and decide what questions they answer. That shouldn't be a problem, sir. We are not fully
booked tomorrow, so you can get out as early as 5 hours. There are always a few dishes for non-meat eaters, madame. Hot food is available up to eleven with sandwiches and cold snacks available 24 hours. If there is no street parking, we have a small parking lot available for a nominal fee. It's from seven o'clock in the dining room on the first floor. It is on the fifth floor and is
open to nine. No problem, madame. Can you tell me your destination? Yes, of course, sir. I'll send someone with a big stick to your room right now! I'm terribly sorry about that. The floor you are on is not a designated non-smoker, but we should be able to find another room because of the problem. WIFI is available free of charge in all public areas of the hotel and is available for a
small fee in individual bedrooms. Look at the questions and answers again. Try to tell the question yourself and use the answer above. Then try to ask some other questions and think about how you might answer them. If you are unsure of any of the answers or have a word or phrase, you don't understand, let us know in the comments section at the bottom of this page. Writing a
task In the podcast, Jack told us about the bad experience he had at the hotel. We would like you to write about the bad hotel you have been to. You can tell us a true story or invent it. In your hotel review, try to include the following points: Hotel location, room and kind of Convenience Food and Service Write your response in the comments section below and be sure to respond to
other people's messages! Comment What do you think? In this week's podcast, Jack and Rich talked about hotels. Have you ever had a bad experience in a hotel? Write your review below. Could you answer the 20 most common questions asked at the hotel? Can you remember any other questions? Be sure to write your guess on this week's football phrase and answer the
questions above in the comments section below. If you want us to correct your English, just write a fix to me at the beginning of your comment. Top scorers RankNameScore 1mobeckham5406 2Alex_from_Ukraine5264 3kwesimanifest4754 4wsanta4529 5Liubomyr4121 6elghoul3838 7assemjuve3705 8aragorn19863557 9 Gegg Nagy3396 10haydi3189 Country ranking
RankNameScore 1Colombia70979 2Ukrain32147 3Serbia27042 4Spain22468 5Albonia20475 6Macedonia19059 7BraBra zil16842 8Bosnia and Herzegovina16268 9Vietnam15273 10Armany13667 Club Rankings RankNameScore 1Manchester United133584 2Liverpool89561 3Chelsea77639 4Arsenal711 73 5Manchester City43991 6Leicester City11681 7Tottenham
Hotspur11472 8Newcastle United9702 9West Ham United4969 10Leeds United4798 These are typical phrases and expressions to use when a guest checks in or registers from your hotel. Review these expressions and read a sample of the conversation. Then test your understanding with a quick quiz. Note that verbs register and check are individual phrasal verbs. So Mr. Brown
can sign up. And you can check on Mr. Brown, or you can check on Mr. Brown. Using a pronoun (like his), you can check it out. But you can't check it out. The same is true for leaving. Check-in at the check-in desk What is the name of the booking under? How long will you stay? Are you planning to check tomorrow? I'm afraid you won't be able to register until 4 p.m. What type of
vehicle are you driving? Do you know the license plate of your car? Free breakfast is served in the lobby from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. I'll give you two keys to the room. The dining room is on the ground floor at the end of the hall. The weight room and sauna are on the top floor. Just call the front desk if you need any extra towels or pillows. Guest We have a reservation under Jill
McMann. Do you have a vacancy? Is the hotel booked, or can we get a room for today? How do we get to our room from here? Is it possible to park Façade? In time the pool is open until? What time is breakfast served? Still too early to register? Can we get a wake-up call? When leaving check out Check Out Reception Administrator Are You Ready to Check Out? What room
were you in? How is your stay? Was everything satisfactory? Will you put this on the map? And how will you pay for it? Want to talk to the hotel manager on duty? I just need the keys to your room, please. Enjoy the rest of your vacation. Have a safe trip home. Guest, we're leaving room 401. I'm sorry we were a little late to check out. I'm afraid we slept/slept. We really enjoyed our
stay. We have a few complaints. We'll be back next time we're in town. Sample Conversation Registrar: Hi there. Are you leaving now? Guest: Yes, sorry. I know we're a few minutes late. Administrator: It's not a problem. It is always very busy while checking out anyway. Guest: Oh, really. The last hotel we stayed at charged us for a late check out. Administrator: The hotel is not
booked this week so it is not a problem. How was it? Guest: The room was great. The beds were very comfortable and we weren't expecting our own fridge. Administrator: I'm glad you liked it. Guest: The kids were disappointed that the pool wasn't open this morning, though. Administrator: I apologize for that. We can't find a cleaner before 10 a.m. Guest: Well, we had a good swim
last night anyway. Administrator: Will you put this on your credit card? Guest: No. I'll pay in cash. Administrator: Okay. Thus, the total amount comes to $123.67, including tax. Guest: I thought it was $115 even. This is what they said yesterday when we checked in. Administrator: Yes, but there is an extra room charge on your account. Guest: Oh, I forgot. My husband ordered a
plate of nachos. Excuse me. Administrator: No problem. So... From $140, here's your change. Now I just need to ask you for the keys to the room. Keys. hotel conversation in english pdf. hotel conversation in english listening. 2 hotel conversation in english. esl hotel conversation in english. conversation between receptionist and customer in hotel in english. english conversation in
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